NATIONAL ISSUES IN COMING DEBATE

To Be Held Next Week—Talbot Chosen Chairman—Six Men to Speak.

At a meeting of representatives of the Woodrow Wilson Progressive Clubs of the Institute in the Union, yesterday afternoon, Talbot of the T. C. A. was chosen chairman of the debate which has been arranged between the two clubs. The debate, in which three men from each side will argue, is planned for either Thursday or Friday of next week in one of the lecture halls, and will be open to Technology. There are to be three judges, the names of whom will be announced in a few days. It was agreed to limit the debate to national issues, and after a discussion of various questions the following proposition was tentatively accepted: "Resolved, That the best interests of the nation demand the electoral ticket of Woodrow Wilson on the Democratic platform, in the national election."

This topic is subject to change by a meeting of the directors from both clubs, which is arranged for tomorrow.

MANDOLIN REHEARSALS.

Men Show Fine Progress and Prospects Are Very Good.

The Mandolin club held its regular rehearsal yesterday at 4 o'clock, in the Union. The men's room annunciation and good progress seems certain. The players have already memorized one piece, which is somewhat encouraging. The following men were present: N. A. Allum, H. L. Richardson, H. W. Brown, A. V. DeBeach, D. O. Donn, R. C. Felant, L. S. Hall, D. O. Hooper, G. D. McDaniel, R. R. Pollet, P. R. Sears, E. C. Taylor, R. H. Well, G. R. Turner, and C. H. Ober.

COMMUNICATION.

To the Editor of THE TECH:

The books given to the Union by the A. A. last year, and about which there was a misunderstanding and some discussion, have been placed on the shelves again. It is not desired to make any strict rules regarding the placing of them, except that they must not be taken from the Union unless in very special circumstances and then should be replaced immediately after the readers are finished with them. I have still another set containing quite a number of volumes which should like to present to the Union, and I will take an interest in endeavoring to obtain volumes from other sources if the students will show that they appreciate and can take good care of the small collection already instilled.

ROGERS BUILDING.

In Sunday's Boston American an article was meted dealing with the moving of Technology to its new site. The moving made in the ablest way, concerning the moving of the Rogers building to the new site was excellently dealt with in that issue. Now that considerers are interested in the removal of the dear old building, around which Technology has grown and with which so many of our traditions are interwoven, surely an Alumni Committee should be formed immediately to start a fund for the purpose of preserving it.

Rogers, the man who have been in the Institute a short time is re- 

JOHN MARSH CO. 20 for 15¢.

Shirts, Suits, Shoes, Hosiery and in fact everything - that has a place in the College man's wardrobe.

All Men's Goods are in our main store section separate from other parts of the store and having direct entrances from Boylston and Sumner Streets.

Another Year Ahead of Him

May it be a happy year—may he always have more success.

Major Cole.

TECH MAN GOES WEST.

Karl D. Fernstrom, the Tech athlete, who was a member of the M. I. T. record relay team, and also of the U. S. A. relay team, left Boston yesterday for Dayton, Ohio, to assume an important position with a leading firm as a mechanical engineer. For the best two years he has been an instructor at M. I. T. He has the best wishes of a host of friends and associates.

FRESHMAN GYM SUITS.

Mr. Knoyle wishes to announce that a representative of Hynan Farridges, costumiers, will be at the Grammar School this afternoon from 1 to 3 o'clock, to take measurements for custom suits. A great variety of suits may be given that can be obtained at any other time. No regulation uniform is required.